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SOME RES U LTS FROM A LI NEA R-VISCO US MODEL OF 
THE ARCTIC ICE COVER 

B)I W. D. HIB LER III and W. B. TUCKER III 

(U.S. Army Cold R egions R esearch and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, New 
Hampshire 03755, U.S.A. ) 

ABSTRACT. In order to assess the effect of non-local st ress transferral through the ice cover empirically, a 
li ncar viscous model (employing both bulk and shear viscos iti es) is used to predict drift-rates for one Soviet 
and two U.S. drifting stations over the time period May 1962 to April 1964. The prediciions, based on 
avai lable atmosph eri c pressure and ocean-current data, a re compared to free-drift results and to observed 
values. The empi rical viscosity values giving the best fit to obser vations show a pro nounced seasonal va ria t ion 
that correlates well with the growth rate of thin ice. Drift predictions, espec ia ll y long-term net drift results, 
sh ow drift magnitudes and turn ing angles to be simulated significantly better by a viscous model th a n by a 
free-drift model. The effects of steady currcnts are shown to b e small for velocities a veraged over days but 
significant for averages over years. 

RESUW.E. Que/ques resultats d 'un modele visqueux lineaire du Pack arctique. En vue d'apprehender empir ique
m ent I' effel du transfer t d 'efforts d'or ig in e non locale sur le Pack, on a utilise u n m odeIe visq ueux lineaire 
limite dans le temps, pour prevoir le ta u x d e transport de neige par le vent constate dans une station russe 
et deux sta tions U.S. pour la periode Mai 1962 a Avril 1964. Les previsions, basees sur les donnees disponibles 
con cernant la press ion atmospherique et les courants oceaniques, sont comparees a u x resultats que donnerait 
un transport libre et aux valeurs obser vees. Les valeurs empiriques de la viscos ite qui s'ajustent le m ieux 
aux observat ions montrent une variation sa isonniere prononcee qui s'accorde bien a vec le taux de croissance 
de la glace mince. Les previsions de transport, surlout les resultats de l'apport net a long terme montrent 
que les grandeurs et la clirection des transports sont mieux es t imes par le modele visqueux que par un modele 
de transport libre. On 11l0ntre que les effets de courants permanents sont fa ibles sur d es 11l0yennes cle vitesses 
calcuJees a partir de quelques jours, mais sign ificatifs si I'on etablit ccs moyenncs a I'echelle de quelques 
annees. 

ZUSAMM ENFASSUNG. Einige Ergebnisse eilles lillear-viskosell Modells der arktischen Eisdecke. Zur empirisch en 
Erfassung des Einflusses del' Obertragung ortsfremder Spannungen durch die Eisd ecke wird ein linear
viskoses M odell , clas sowohl d ie Gesamt- wie die ScherviskosiUit ve rwendel herangczogen, das d ie Driftraten 
einer russ ischen und zweier US-al1lcrikan ischer Driftsta tio ne n im Zeitraum Mai 1962 bis April 1964 
vorausbest immen lii.sst . Die Vorhersage n , clie sich auf verfLlgbare Daten libel' den Luftd ruck unci di e 
M eeresstromung stUtzen, werden mit Berechnungen del' freien Drift und mit beobachte ten Werten vergli ch en. 
Die empirischen Werte der Viskos iUlt , die am besten zu den Beobachtungen passen, zeigen einen ausgespro
ch enen j ahreszeit li ch en Gang, del' in e nger Korrclat ion zur W achstumsrate dunnen Eises steht. Drift
Vorhersagen, besonders Ergebnisse fur clie langfri st ige Netto- Drift, zeigen, dass die Driftst recken unci 
Dreh winkel durch ein viskoses Model l wesent li ch besse r simuliert werden als durch ein Modell de l' frei en 
Drift. Was die R eaktion aufStromungswirkungen betrifft, so erweisen sich die Einflusse stetiger Stromungen 
auf die Mittelwerte d e l' Geschwindigkei t uber einige Tage a ls gering, jedoch a ls betrachtlich auf Mitte lwerte 
uber Jahre. 

I NTROD UCTION 

To model pack-ice motions properly requires some constitu tive law describing the inter
action of an area of pack ice with the surrounding ice. In complete simulation models in 
which ice thickness characteristics are coupled to ice strengths, plastic or non-linear viscous 
rheologies appear to hold the best promise for proper modelling of ice stress (e.g. Coon a nd 
others, 1974, Hibler, in press), especially near boundaries. However, as a first step in isolating 
the effec t of ice stress on drift, simple linear viscous calculations with bulk and shear viscosities 
varying in a seasonal manner can yield considerable insight. Moreover , for periods of several 
days or more, in a r easonably homogeneous region fa r from shore, stochastic arguments 
(Hibl er , 1977) suggest that a viscous law with the inclusio n orboth a bulk and shear viscosity 
may be a reasonable estimate ofa time-averaged plastic rh eology. I t is a lso noteworthy that a 
model with both bulk and shear viscosity can behave quite differently from the Newtonia n 
viscous models (with only a shear viscosity) used by Campbell (1965) and Doronin (1970) . 
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In order to assess the effects of ice stress in a rel a tively simple m a nner, a number of linear 
viscous calcula tions with various types of boundary conditions were carried out. These 
calcula tions provide a feeling for the sensitivity of drift to the various forcing fields and 
boundary effects, a nd g ive estimates of approximate strengths needed in both viscous and 
plas tic models. A more detailed description of these calculations is available (Hibler and 
Tucker, 1977) . This paper presents some of the more important results fro m this study 
pertaining to ice drift fa r from shore. In particular we discuss here a series of calculations 
made with periodic bounda ry conditions and different viscosities. The calculated drift-ra tes 
are then compared with observations over a two-year period. The observed drift-rates were 
ob tained from records of one Russian and two U .S. drifting stations, spanning the time 
period May 1962 to April 1964. T o drive the model , dail y atmospheric pressure data compiled 
by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NeAR) and steady-current d a ta reported 
by Coachman and Aagaard ( 1974) were used . In the calculations the viscosity parameter is 
allowed to vary with time but not spa tiall y. Considerable effort is devoted to examining the 
empirical seasonally-varying viscosity giving the best fit to observations in order to assess the 
effec ts of ice stress on drift-rates. In addition seasonally varying viscosity predic tions , both 
with and without current s, are compared to free-drift results and observations. These com
parisons help identify the effect of the increased winter ice interac tion on the drift and d eforma
tion. 

LINEAR-VISCO US DRIFT MODEL 

For drift calcula tions, we make use of a linea r drift theory simila r to that used by Hibler 
( 1974). I n this model , steady-state equilibri urn drift is considered with the following governing 
equation : 

- nifk x u '"Cw + '"C,, + F + G + T = 0, 

where u is the ice veioc ity,fthe Coriolis parameter , k a unit vector normal to the x,y plane, 
In the ice mass per unit area, F the force due to varia tion in interna l ice stress, '"C w and '"Ca the 
watcr and a ir stresses on the ice, and G and T the effect of long term geostrophic currents and 
ocean tilt on the ice motion . The components of current and ice stresses are given by a modi
fi ed Ekman layer theory (see, fo r example, Rothrock, 1975). 

Tax = B(l 'g COS 4> - T"g sin ~), } 
T a!J = B (Cg sin 4> + T'g cos ~), 

G.~ + TwX = D { -(ux- [ ',, )cos 8+(11,, - T"w ) sin 81, . 
G!I -l TW!J = - D { (lI x -l",, ) sin 8+(11 11 - f "w) cos 8l , 

where ~ and 8 are Ekman a ngles in the air a nd wa ter respectively, [ 'g and Vg are the x and y 
components of the geos trophic wind, ['w and f 'ware the x andy components of the geostrophic 
ocean flow beneath the Ekman layer, and Band D are constant wind and water stress para
meters. In Equation (2), the G components are those components linear in ['w and f 'w. 
In the case when G is neglected, the sea ice is effec tively considered to be m oving across a 
stagnant ocean . The geos trophic current How is computed by U w = gJ - 'k x V H where g is 
the gravita tional acceleration, a nd H is the sea-surface height. The tilt component is given by 
T = - mgV H and the geostrophic wind is rela ted to the surface atmospheric pressure P by 
U g = (paf )- 'k X "\Jp with p" the density of air. 

The force F due to internal ice stress is obtained from the viscous constitutive law proposed 
by Glen ( 1970) rela ting ice stress and strain-ra tes in the ice 

crij = 21/EiJ+ ( ' - 1/ ) E},;},;Oij, 

so that 
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where 'Y/ and, are the shear a nd bulk viscosities characterizing the ice cover on the geophysica l 
scale . Substituting the various stresses into Equation ( I ), a system of two coupled second-order 
linear partial differentia l equations are obtained for the drift rates ux (x,y) a nd u,ll (x,y ). For 
our purposes here, these equations are solved in the infinite boundary case using a Green 
function generated by transforms. Following Hibler ( 1974), the procedure is to Fourier 
transform the coupled equations and solve for the transformed values of Ux and U v' These 
transformed values are then inverted yielding equations of the form 

ll j(X) = J Cij (x - x ') Sj (x ') dx ', 

where S, is thejth component of the external stresses due to wind, tilt, and geostrophic currents. 
Using an input grid of stresses due to wind , currents, and tilt , the convolutions in Equation (4 ) 
are approx imated by two-dimensional discrete sums which yield periodic rather than infinite 
boundaries. 

The principal justifica tion for the periodic boundary solution is that the response function 
Cij (x ) fa ll s off to small va lues for large x at a rate wh ich d ecreases for increasing viscosities. 
For example, the response fun ction for drift-rate magnitude due to x stress components for 
viscosi t y parameters of'Y/ = , = 4 X 10 ' I kg /s, falls off to less than 15% of the m ax imum a t a 
distance of 875 km . Consequentl y bounda ry effects on predicted drift-ra tes fa r from shore 
should b e minimal. 

I NPUT DATA 

The basic input fi elds fo r predicting drift and deform a tion of sea ice are the a tmospheri c 
pressure and the dyna mic height of the sea surface. For computationa l purposes all input 
fi elds were reduced to a 16 X 16 square grid of 250 km m esh . T his spac ing was thought to be 
reasonable ta king into considera tion the accuracy of the input pressure d ata and the area l 
coverage, and in the int erest of computer time. 

T he g rid , shown in Figure I, is oriented with the x ax is p a rallel to long. 150° W . and the y 
axis parallel to long. 60 ° W . In this configuration the geographic North Pole conveniently has 
the grid coordinates ( 1 I , 6 ) . This orienta tio n a lso has the)1 a xis roughly pa rallel to the north 
coast of Alaska. 

For d etermina tion of geos trophic winds, sea -level barometric pressure data were obtained 
from the Nationa l Center for Atmospheri c R esea rch. The data were recorded at 12 h interva ls 
and data points were loca ted every fiv e d egrees of latitude a nd longitude . The pressure da ta 
were averaged over 8 d in terva ls and then sampled a t 4 d intervals. The smoothed data were 
converted to the standa rd 16 X 16 grid using the cubic sp line g ridding proced ure discussed by 
Davis and Kontis ( 1970) and then differentia ted using discre te transforms to obtain geos trophic 
wind est imates. As a check on the accuracy of the pressure data and on the g ridding procedure, 
comparisons were mad e b etween simi la rly averaged Arlis I I observations a nd a pressure 
interpolated from the gridded da ta corresponding to the position of Arlis 11. Good agreement 
was obtained except during times of rapid pressure Auctuations. 

For the oceanic dynamic height , ave rage va lues obtain ed by Coachma n a nd Aagaard 
( 1974) were used . Since in this case only one fixed set of d a ta is used it was convenient to 
prepa re a data grid by hand using a visual overlay of the dynamic-height contour map. 

For comparisons with model predictions we made use of position meaS Ul"em ents of three 
contemporaneous drifting stations T-3, Arlis 11 , and NP-I O over a 2 year p eriod from May 
1962 to April 1964. The original and fin a l posi tions of the stations are shown in Figure 8. 
These d a ta were averaged over 8 d intervals to suppress ra ther large measurem ent errors, and 
then resampled every 4 d . (This is the same type of smoothing as applied to the time series for 
the gridded geostrophic wind). 
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Fig. 10 ' Square mesh grid used for numerical calculations. 

RESULTS 

Empirical determination if seasonal viscosity variation 

In order to estimate temporal variations for the viscosity parameters in the model, an 
empirical fit between the observed and predicted drift of the three ice stations over a two-year 
period was carried out. For this purpose predicted x and y drift-rates for each station were 
generated every four days over a period of 760 d using the eight different values of viscosity 
listed in Table I. For this fit as well as for subsequent comparisons, the bulk and shear 
viscosities were taken to be equal. In general, to predict a drift-rate for a given drifting station, 
the velocity vector is centered on the station location at the beginning of a 4-day interval by 
interpolating drift rates from the three nearest grid points. Consequently, the predicted drift
rates from currents and tilt will vary in time as the position of the stations changes. However, 
as this variation was found to be small compared with variations in day-to-day geostrophic 
winds, the geostrophic current and tilt components were neglected in the calculation of the 
short-term drift-rates used to estimate the best-fit viscosity. 

The standard values of the numerical parameters used in the calculations are shown in 
Table I. These values are similar to those used by Rothrock (1975). For each viscosity, we 

TABLE I. NUMERICAL PARAMETERS USED IN DRIFT PREDICTION 

B = 0.0146 kg S-I m' 
D = 0.59 kg S- I m' 
f = 1.46 x 10- 4 S- I 

g = 9.832 m S-, 
'" = 8 = 30° 
m = 3.0 X 103 kg m-' 
Pa = 1.3 kg m - 3 

1], ~ = 0 ·45 X 1010 kg S-I 

0·94 
2 .0 

4.2 

9.0 

19.0 
85.0 
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a. Viscosity values (solid line) giving the best fi t between predicted and observed drift-ratesfor standard values of the wind and 
water stress parameters Band D . The dashed line is a regression fit of viscosi!J upon the 60 d averaged growth rate of 
50 cm-thick ice (see Equation (5)) . 

b. The effect 011 the best-fit viscosi!J of increasing ( CUI ve 1) and decreasing (curve 3) the wind stress coefficient and increasing the 
water stress co4}icient (curve 2) . 

c. M ean square error between predicted and observed drift-rates fo r the best-fit viscosi!J. 
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calculated the sum of squared differences between the predicted and observed ice velocity 
components of the centroid of the three drifting stations. The best-fit viscosity was obtained 
by minimizing the sum of squares over running 60 d intervals. 

The viscosity results are shown in Figure 2. Part b of this figure shows the effect on the 
best-fit viscosity of modifying the wind and water stress coefficients. The most salient charac
teristic of this figure is the seasonal variation of the best-fit viscosity. Comparison of the best-fit 
viscosity (standard case) with 60 d smoothed growth rates of 50 cm ice (taken from Thorndike 
and others, 1975) shows a good correlation. The best correlation (0.80, significant at the 0.01 % 
level) occurred with zero lag time (that is, when the viscosity does not lead or lag behind the 
growth rate). The regression equation for the best-fit viscosity is given by 

(5) 

where <G) is the 60 d averaged growth rate of 50 cm thick ice in units of cm/d and ~ has units 
of kg S- I. The dashed line in part a of Figure 2 shows the viscosity generated by the regression 
equation. Since ( G) varies in a seasonal manner, Equation (5) effectively yields a "seasonal" 
viscosity. The best-fit viscosities for different wind and water stress parameters are similar in 
form to the standard case with the curves being shifted up for higher wind stress (or lower 
water stress) and down for lower wind stress. 

Figure 2C shows the error for the best-fit viscosity. This error tends to be of the order of 
I or 2 cm S-I ( ~I to 2 nautical miles per day). Interestingly enough, the error tends to get 
very large around September, when an oscillation in the best-fit viscosity can be seen in 
Figure 2a. Since September more or less marks the end of the summer melt season, this effect 
may indicate that certain aspects of the model assumptions are breaking down then. One 
possibility is that the ocean current structure has become modified due to large amounts of 
open water . 

The dominant effect, which seems to account for much of the seasonal viscosity variation 
exhibited in Figure 2, is a decrease in drift-rate amplitude as the viscosity is increased. This is 
illustrated in Figure 3, where we show the observed and predicted three-station average 
velocity for low and high viscosities of 1.0 X 10 '0 kg S- I and 4.0 X 10" kg S - I. Physically the 
increase in viscosity increases the capability of the ice pack to transmit stress. When this occurs 
the drift tends to be driven by the average wind over a large region rather than the local wind. 
However, it should be noted here that the linear response function (Equation (4)) for pre
dicting the ice drift is not symmetric. Consequently, increasing the ice interaction is not the 
same as reducing the wind stress. In particular, increasing the viscosity can cause a counter
clockwise turning of the drift direction of up to 20°. This characteristic will be illustrated later. 

I 
:1LOw Viscosity 

:: 
" " 
" 

Fig. 3. Average drift-rate q[ the three driftillg statiolls. The curDes show predicted drift-rates using constant Discosities of 
1 X 10'0 kg/s (low Discosi0') and 4.0 X 10" kg /s (high Discosiry ). 
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Fig. 4. Predicted and observed drift-rates q{ N P-IO for seas01lal£v varyi1lg viscosity alld free drift for 8 d alld 2.5 d sllloothillg. 
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A comparison of seasonal viscosity and free-drift results 

In the previous section the best fit viscosity was shown to have a pronounced seasonal 
variation indicating an increased stress transfer through the pack ice in winter. To help assess 
the character and magnitude of this effect on the drift-rates it is useful to compare the seasonal 
viscosity predictions with both the free-drift predictions and observed results . For this 
comparison, drift predictions were made using Equation (5) to generate seasonal viscosities. 
The free-drift case was estimated by u sing a constant low viscosity of I X 1010 kg S-I. All 
predic tions and observed data were digitally filtered to assess the predictability of the different 
time-scale components of the drift-rate for the 2 year period. Figure 4 shows 8 d and 25 d 
smoothed ice velocity components for the ice station NP-IO. While neither the free-drift or 
seasonal-viscosity predic tion is obviously superior, the comparisons show that the free-drift case 
tends to predict excessive velocity during the winter months. A more quantitative comparison 
of the free-drift and seasonal-viscosity predictions for NP-I O is given in Table n. This table 
presents the root-mean-square (r.m.s. ) differences between these predictions and the observed 
drift rates (normalized to the observed standard deviation). For a more direct measure of [he 
amplitude of the variance of the predictions, Table III gives the ratio of the predicted to 
observed variances. 

TABLE 11. R.M.S. DlFFERENC~S BETWEEN PREDICTED AND OBSERVED NP- I O DRIFT-RATES 

(Normalized to observed standard deviations) 

Seasollal viscosiry Free drift 

Filter x y x y 

8 day low-pass 0·45 0.65 0 .60 1.00 
25 day low-pass 0.32 0·39 0.5 1 0.90 
25 day high-pass 0.66 1.00 0.80 !.I 3 

These tables show that the seasonal viscosity is superior to the free drift . The normalized 
r.m.s . differences are consistently lower, for both x andy components, for the seasonal viscosity 
predictions. However, the variance ratios indicate that the viscous predictions appear to be 
overdamped at high frequencies. The free-drift values on the other hand have a greater 
amplitude but, as Figure 3 and Table II indicate, it is not always the correct amplitude. 

The cumulative drift of the three stations illustrates somewhat more graphically the effect 
of the ice interaction on the drift. Figure 5 shows cumulative drift plotted every 60 d for the 
seasonal-viscosity and free-drift cases. The variable-viscosity model gives better magnitudes 
and directions of displacement than does the free-drift model. This turning-angle effect is 
particularly important since it is an effect that cannot be obtained by simply reducing the 
forcing field. Consequently, although the addition of an ad hoc seasonally varying free-drift 
parameter (which controls the magnitude of the response to the forcing fields) might improve 
the free-drift magnitudes, it would not predict correct directions. 

TABLE Ill. VARIANCE OF PREDICTED NP-IO DRIFT-RATES 

(Normalized to observed variances) 

Seasonal viscosiry Free drift 

Filter x y x y 

8 day low-pass 0.7 1 0·79 0 .92 1.67 
25 day low-pass 0·77 0·95 0.90 2.22 
25 day high-pass 0.70 0.58 1.22 0.98 
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Since the average geostrophic currents are relatively small compared to the winds, it would 
be expected that currents would not significantly affect short-term velocity predictions. That 
this is indeed the case is illustrated in Figure 6. 

In examining cumulative drift over time periods of several years, however, significant 
differences occur if currents and tilt are neglected. This is because the current effects, while 
small, are relatively constant. The wind effects, on the other hand, fluctuate. Over a long 
time interval, the fluctuations largely average out leaving a relatively small mean value. 
These long-term current effects are illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. In Figure 7, the predicted 
x andy drift rates for each station with and without geostrophic currents and tilt have been 
integrated over a 720 d period and compared with the observed final position. In Figure 8, 
the predicted drift rate for the center of the triangle formed by the three stations was integrated 
over 60 d intervals and compared to the observed drift. Part b of this figure shows the low 
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viscosity or free-drift result for the same situation . Overall the geostrophic currents account 
for about 30% of the drift , with the direction being generally toward the Greenland
Spitsbergen passage, while til t alone accounts for perhaps 15% of the cumulative effect and 
has an average direction essentially parallel to the Canadian Archipdago. 
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Fig. 7. Predicted and observed Ilet drift of the three drifting stations with and without current alld tilt effects. 
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Fig . 8. Predicted and obserl'Fd three-stntion m 'ernge drift integrated over 60 d illtervals. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The primary objective of thi s paper was to simulate the effects of ice stress on sea-ice drift 
empiricall y b y using a linear-viscous model. Secondary goals were to examine the sensitivity 
of the ice drift to ocean currents and the magnitude of the wind stress, For this purpose a 
series of calculations were carri ed out using idealized periodic boundary conditions. 

The results from these calcula tions indicate that sea-ice movement in the central Arctic 
O cean can be simulated by a linear-viscous consti tutive law and a seasonally varying viscosity. 
The low ratio of ice velocity to wind stress seen in winter is effected in the model by a high 
viscosity. The viscous model a lso naturall y modifies the turning angle between th e local wind 
and ice motion in agreement with observation. In summer, the viscosity is low enough that the 
model reduces nearly to one of free drift. The viscosity was found to correlate well with the 
growth rate of 50 cm ice, refl ecting the physica l notion that rapid growth of thin ice in winter 
will cause thin ice to be less abundant, and the ice cover to be stronger. Steady currents have a 
negligible effect on short-term drift (weeks) but are important to the long-term drift (years) . 

The same success in simulation could probably be achieved with a free-drift model with 
seasonally varying drag coefficients and turning angl es. However , the viscous model has the 
advantage of treating ice stress directly as a term in the momentum equation. I t r emains to be 
seen whether non-linear viscous or plastic models can provide be tter simulations . 
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